
PCN Title Call ID Skills

3571062 Add and Substract Abacus/includes toy, bin J/649/.55/Add

Tactile

This classic toy gives kids ways to explore numbers, colours, and patterns. Fine Motor

 Just slide the two double-sided wooden boards into the base, Language

hen encourage kids to solve equations by lining up the correct number of beads Thinking

on the addition and subtraction sides or follow the patterns on the Visual

colour matching sides

3571127 Alphabet Beanbags/includes toy, bin J/649/.55/Alp

Fine Motor

Kids will love tossing around their ABC's, learning letter and building Gross Motor

words. Each of the 26 bean bags is made of soft, cuddly felt. Bean bags are Tactile

embroidered with uppercase letters on one side and lowercase letters Thinking

on the other, Letters are colour coded, consonants in blue and vowels in red Visual

Social

3589746 Bean Bag Toss/includes toy, bin J/649/.55/Bea

Fine Motor

This age-old game is not as easy as it looks! Gross Motor

Children and adults will have to concentrate Tactile

and pay careful attention to how hard they throw the bean bags. Thinking

Visual

Social

3571126 Bowling Friends/includes toy, bin J/649/.55/Bow

Fine Motor

This preschool friendly bowling set has soft plastic components that are easy to Gross Motor

lift, easy to maneuver and so much fun to knock down 6 unique character pins Tactile

feature bright colours, raised textures and sweet facial expressions to encourage Thinking

little bowlers. Visual

https://secure.lsc.on.ca/LSC_Code/user_login.aspx?searchfor=3571062&searchby=PCN&view=detailed&id=&nombre=
https://secure.lsc.on.ca/LSC_Code/user_login.aspx?searchfor=3571127&searchby=PCN&view=detailed&id=&nombre=
https://secure.lsc.on.ca/LSC_Code/user_login.aspx?searchfor=3589746&searchby=PCN&view=detailed&id=&nombre=
https://secure.lsc.on.ca/LSC_Code/user_login.aspx?searchfor=3571126&searchby=PCN&view=detailed&id=&nombre=


3588692 Chicken 'n Egg Stackers/includes toy, bin J/649/.55/Chi

Fine Motor

Stacking and nesting are basic developmental skills for babies to practice. Tactile

Babies will be encouraged to put smaller cups into larger ones. Thinking

A wonderful tool to teach about colours and shapes Visual

Language

Social

3580247 Counting and Sorting Farm/includes toy, bin J/649/.55/Cou

Fine Motor

Each of the soft round stalls has a number printed on the bottom with the same Tactile

number of stuffed farm critters to go inside. This helps teach children to count, Thinking

match and sort Visual

Language

Social

3589725 Cutting Fruit Set/includes toy, bin J/649/.55/Cut

Fine Motor

This set of wooden play food can be magically sliced and chopped Tactile

with the wooden knife. Play food is realistically coloured and makes Thinking

a realistic crunch sound when it's chopped. Food can be stuck Visual

back together again so kids can play with it over and over again. Social

3580314 Dress Me Owl/includes toy, bin J/649/.19/Dre

Fine Motor

Practice dressing skills with 5 activities: Zip, button, buckle, fasten and tie. Tactile

Visual

https://secure.lsc.on.ca/LSC_Code/user_login.aspx?searchfor=3588692&searchby=PCN&view=detailed&id=&nombre=
https://secure.lsc.on.ca/LSC_Code/user_login.aspx?searchfor=3580247&searchby=PCN&view=detailed&id=&nombre=
https://secure.lsc.on.ca/LSC_Code/user_login.aspx?searchfor=3589725&searchby=PCN&view=detailed&id=&nombre=
https://secure.lsc.on.ca/LSC_Code/user_login.aspx?searchfor=3580314&searchby=PCN&view=detailed&id=&nombre=


3579897 Egg and Spoon Race/includes toy, bin J/649/.55/Egg

Fine Motor

Step, jump or run carefully or watch them topple! Gross Motor

An egg-cellent new way to teach balance, eye, hand coordination, Tactile

and large motor skills Thinking

Visual

Language

Social

3580277 Fantasia Blocks Train/includes toy, bin J/649/.55/Fan

Fine Motor

Uniquely shaped blocks with enchanting patterns inspire building in a whole Gross Motor

new way. Interchangeable train cars add more possibilities. Tactile

Thinking

Visual

3586531 Farm/(Wooden Chunky Jigsaw Puzzle) includes toy, bin J/649/.55/Far

Each fo the four brightly coloured farm animals, a horse, sheep, pig and cow Fine Motor

have four, five or six thick easy to grasp pieces. Kids can do one jigsaw at a time Tactile

or sort allt he pieces at once for an extra challenge. Helps develop counting Thinking

and fine motor skills and colour and animal recognition. Visual

Social

3560754 Farm Alarm/includes toy, bin J/649/.55/Far

Farm alarm is a great new memory game in which everyone sounds super silly Auditory

while building brain power! Encourages memory skills, Language

communication, sequencing and auditory development Social Skills

Tactile

Fine Motor

Thinking

Visual

https://secure.lsc.on.ca/LSC_Code/user_login.aspx?searchfor=3579897&searchby=PCN&view=detailed&id=&nombre=
https://secure.lsc.on.ca/LSC_Code/user_login.aspx?searchfor=3580277&searchby=PCN&view=detailed&id=&nombre=
https://secure.lsc.on.ca/LSC_Code/user_login.aspx?searchfor=3586531&searchby=PCN&view=detailed&id=&nombre=
https://secure.lsc.on.ca/LSC_Code/user_login.aspx?searchfor=3560754&searchby=PCN&view=detailed&id=&nombre=


3525405 Fidgitz/includes toy, bin J/649/.55/Fid

Fine Motor

This three dimensional mechanical puzzle will be impossible to put down! Tactile

The goal is to twist and manipulate the puzzle until one side is all blue Thinking

the other side is all white

3571877 Geo Shape Lacing/includes toy,bin J/649/.55/Geo

Fine Motor

Geo Shape Lacing is a colorful, geometric lacing activity toy. Tactile

Children can experiment with colour, patterns, letters, and pictures Thinking

within the frames Visual

3525407 Geomatrix/includes toy, bin J/649/.55/Geo

Fine Motor

Geomatrix allows you to stack and rotate magnets freely for unlimited creations Tactile

This innovative toy enhances your imagination and improves your understanding Thinking

of geometric shapes. Visual

3597978 Giant Linking Shapes/includes toy, bin

Fine Motor

This set of 16 interlocking shapes in 4 bright colours is designed for younger Gross Motor

children who are learning their first shapes. There are 4 each of square, Tactile

rectangle, circle and triangle and each shape features Braille. thinking

All the pieces interlock together with ease Visual

Social

3579904 Happy Families/includes toy, bin J/649/.55/Hap

Fine Motor

Who lives in your house? Children can play with grandpa, grandma, mom, dad, Tactile

sister and brother, or make up a family that resembles their own using these characters. Thinking

Visual

Language

https://secure.lsc.on.ca/LSC_Code/user_login.aspx?searchfor=3525405&searchby=PCN&view=detailed&id=&nombre=
https://secure.lsc.on.ca/LSC_Code/user_login.aspx?searchfor=3571877&searchby=PCN&view=detailed&id=&nombre=
https://secure.lsc.on.ca/LSC_Code/user_login.aspx?searchfor=3525407&searchby=PCN&view=detailed&id=&nombre=
https://secure.lsc.on.ca/LSC_Code/user_login.aspx?searchfor=3597978&searchby=PCN&view=detailed&id=&nombre=
https://secure.lsc.on.ca/LSC_Code/user_login.aspx?searchfor=3579904&searchby=PCN&view=detailed&id=&nombre=


3571034 Hungry Pelican/includes toy, bin J/649/.55/Hun

This cuddly plush pelican has an empty belly and a big appetite for fun. Tactile

Young children can open the pelican's big bill to drop four mini plush Fine Motor

animals into his open mouth. Then the crinkly shrimp, squeaking octopus Thinking

and rattling fish and crab drop right into the bird's big belly! Visual

A peek-in, reach-in window on the pelican's front lets kids spot them easily Social

 and pull them out to try it all again. The repetitive activity is great for babies

and toddlers working on motor skills and other early developmental skills.

3595722 Learn the Alphabet Puzzle/includes toy, bin

Fine Motor

Build a puzzle, sort some shapes and learn your ABC's. This adorable cardboard Tactile

puzzle features animals and pictures that start with the coordinating letter. Visual

Colourful wooden letters fit on puzzle pieces. Thinking

3597189 Logiq Tower/includes toy, bin

Fine Motor

Logiq Tower is a brainteaser extraordinaire. With more than 22,000 possible Tactile

solutions, you will rarely arrive at the same one twice. The object is to build Thinking

perfect cylinders around a central column using a combination of 15 unique Visual

inner and outer pieces. With 4 different levels, Logiq Tower appeals to children Language

teens and adults Social

3576351 Magnetic Fishing Game/includes toy, bin J/649/.55/Mag

Children will love using the magetic fishing poles to lift and grasp the Fine Motor

magnetic fishes. A creative way to encourage hand eye and fine motor Gross Motor

development Social

Thinking

Visual

https://secure.lsc.on.ca/LSC_Code/user_login.aspx?searchfor=3571034&searchby=PCN&view=detailed&id=&nombre=
https://secure.lsc.on.ca/LSC_Code/user_login.aspx?searchfor=3595722&searchby=PCN&view=detailed&id=&nombre=
https://secure.lsc.on.ca/LSC_Code/user_login.aspx?searchfor=3597189&searchby=PCN&view=detailed&id=&nombre=
https://secure.lsc.on.ca/LSC_Code/user_login.aspx?searchfor=3576351&searchby=PCN&view=detailed&id=&nombre=


3579943 Monkey Pop-Up Track/includes toy, bin J/649/.55/Mon

Fine Motor

Three monkeys hide in the jungle just waiting for their chance at snatching Tactile

a banana treat. Watch as they hop out just as the banana car passes! Thinking

Visual

Social

3571000 My First Emotions/includes toy, bin (LEGO Duplo) J/649/.55/My

Thinking

Learn to recognize and understand different emotions, using these bright, Visual

buildable LEGO My First Emotions toy characters made from chunky DUPLO bricks Language

that are specially designed to be fun and safe for small hands. Fine Motor

Turn the double-sided face bricks to explore different facial expressions, Social

and use the double-sided story bricks to create your own tales Tactile

around moods and feelings with this great learning toy.

3571027 Pyramid of Play/includes toy, bin J/649/.55/Pyr

Fine Motor

5 wooden nesting blocks with fun graphics help with recognition of letters, Tactile

 pictures, colours, numbers and sizes plus shape sorting, nesting and stacking. Social

Thinking

Visual

3579939 Puzzle Pies/includes toy, bin J/649/.55/Puz

Fine Motor

Count the pieces to complete each pie. Serve up and share even amounts. Tactile

A slice of fun for everyone. Thinking

This game has three different pies in colorful pans, divided into fractional halves, Visual

thirds, and fourths, and numbered 1–4 on the bottom for self-checking. Social

https://secure.lsc.on.ca/LSC_Code/user_login.aspx?searchfor=3579943&searchby=PCN&view=detailed&id=&nombre=
https://secure.lsc.on.ca/LSC_Code/user_login.aspx?searchfor=3571000&searchby=PCN&view=detailed&id=&nombre=
https://secure.lsc.on.ca/LSC_Code/user_login.aspx?searchfor=3571027&searchby=PCN&view=detailed&id=&nombre=
https://secure.lsc.on.ca/LSC_Code/user_login.aspx?searchfor=3579939&searchby=PCN&view=detailed&id=&nombre=


3525402 Rainbow Textured Balls/includes toy, bin J/649/.55/Rai

Different textures help to develop dexterity, imagination and motor skills. Fine Motor

Great for little hands. Ages 6 months and up. Tactile

Visual

Social

3586511 Safari/(Wooden Chunky Jigsaw Puzzle) includes toy, bin J/649/.55/Saf

Fine Motor

Each of the four brightly colours safari animals, a giraffe, a zebra, an elephant Tactile

and a lion have 5 thick easy to grasp pieces. Kids can do one jigsaw at a time, Thinking

o rsort allt he pieces at once for an extra challenge. Also helps develop counting Visual

and fine motor skills and colour and animal recognition. Social

3580299 Shape Sorting Clock/includes toy, bin J/649/.55/Sha

Fine Motor

Children can match the colours, sort the shapes, and solve the puzzle Tactile

as they manipulate the colour blocks and turn the hands, Thinking

building cognitive and motor skills and laying the groundwork for learning to tell time. Visual

Language

3560767 Shake and Match Shape Sorter/includes toy, bin J/649/.55/Sha

Fine Motor

Wood blocks with transparent centers filled with colourful beads that create Tactile

different sounds: click, chime, rattle. Children can learn colours Thinking

and shapes, while developing coordination and problem solving skills. Visual

https://secure.lsc.on.ca/LSC_Code/user_login.aspx?searchfor=3525402&searchby=PCN&view=detailed&id=&nombre=
https://secure.lsc.on.ca/LSC_Code/user_login.aspx?searchfor=3586511&searchby=PCN&view=detailed&id=&nombre=
https://secure.lsc.on.ca/LSC_Code/user_login.aspx?searchfor=3580299&searchby=PCN&view=detailed&id=&nombre=
https://secure.lsc.on.ca/LSC_Code/user_login.aspx?searchfor=3560767&searchby=PCN&view=detailed&id=&nombre=


3595904 Spike the Hedgehog/includes toy, bin

Fine Motor

Spike the Fine Motor Hedgehog helps kids build up hand muscles and fine Tactile

motor skills as they replace the chunky, peg-shaped quills within the holes Thinking

that dot the smiling hedehog's back. Spike's colourful quills also lend themselves Visual

well to lessons in counting, sorting, and colour identification skills Social

3560768 SpinAgain/includes toy, bin J/649/.55/Spi

Fine Motor

A super fun stacking and twirling toy that encourages hand-eye Tactile

coordination and baby engineering skills. Thinking

Visual

3586502 Stack, Flap N Tumble/includes toy, bin J/649/.55/Sta

Fine Motor

Stack, Flap “n” Tumble is a creative stacking toy. Babies will enjoy flapping Tactile

the leaves, stacking the block pieces and turning the ladybug, Thinking

butterfly and flower to move the balls down the tower. Visual

Language

Social

3597197 Stackadoos/includes toy, bin

Fine Motor

This award-winning Bristle Blocks Stackadoos Set includes 68 chunky, soft pieces Tactile

that are easy to connect. The modern colours and inspired designs are sure Thinking

to excite your child Visual

Language

Social

https://secure.lsc.on.ca/LSC_Code/user_login.aspx?searchfor=3595904&searchby=PCN&view=detailed&id=&nombre=
https://secure.lsc.on.ca/LSC_Code/user_login.aspx?searchfor=3560768&searchby=PCN&view=detailed&id=&nombre=
https://secure.lsc.on.ca/LSC_Code/user_login.aspx?searchfor=3586502&searchby=PCN&view=detailed&id=&nombre=
https://secure.lsc.on.ca/LSC_Code/user_login.aspx?searchfor=3597197&searchby=PCN&view=detailed&id=&nombre=


3589575 Tall Stackers Pegs and Pegboard Set/includes toy, bin J/649/.55/Tal

Fine Motor

The basic technique of placing and stacking the pegs is an excellent exercise Tactile

for developing fine motor skills and hand eye coordination. Also helps teach Thinking

problem solving, shape, size and colour differentiation. Visual

3579913 Trio/includes toy, bin J/649/.55/Tri

Fine Motor

Wooden cards are sorted into similar groups of 3. Tactile

The 21 piece set helps children with vocabulary skills and association Thinking

Perfect as a tool for teaching words in other languages as well. Visual

3580310 Walk-A-Long Snail/includes toy, bin J/649/.55/Wal

Fine Motor

This versatile snail totes a shell full of wooden blocks as he tags along behind you. Tactile

Lighten the load by removing the colourful shape sorter and he’s ready to roll alone. Visual

3586493 Wild Animals, Opposites, and Mix & Match Soft Books/includes toy, bin J/649/.55/Wil

Fine Motor

Flip the flaps to find the opposites, find all the animal friends and create silly Tactile

faces and turn the crinkly flaps to see who is in the jungle in three fun interactive Thinking

soft books. Visual

Language

Social

3589570 Wooden Cash Register/includes toy, bin J/649/.55/Woo

Fine Motor

The Melissa and Doug cash register will help children with interaction Tactile

and social activities. Not only is it fun, but it's educational too. Thinking visual

Language

Social

https://secure.lsc.on.ca/LSC_Code/user_login.aspx?searchfor=3589575&searchby=PCN&view=detailed&id=&nombre=
https://secure.lsc.on.ca/LSC_Code/user_login.aspx?searchfor=3579913&searchby=PCN&view=detailed&id=&nombre=
https://secure.lsc.on.ca/LSC_Code/user_login.aspx?searchfor=3580310&searchby=PCN&view=detailed&id=&nombre=
https://secure.lsc.on.ca/LSC_Code/user_login.aspx?searchfor=3586493&searchby=PCN&view=detailed&id=&nombre=
https://secure.lsc.on.ca/LSC_Code/user_login.aspx?searchfor=3589570&searchby=PCN&view=detailed&id=&nombre=


3589563 Zoo'm Magnetic Marble Labyrinth/includes toy, bin J/649/.55/Zoo

Visual

Move marbles through this sturdy wooden maze using the magnetic wands. Thinking

All pieces are enclosed or attached. This makes travel time Zoo'm. Tactile

Social

Fine Motor

https://secure.lsc.on.ca/LSC_Code/user_login.aspx?searchfor=3589563&searchby=PCN&view=detailed&id=&nombre=

















